WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THIS?
Our literature majors have pursued careers in:

- editing
- publishing
- copywriting
- freelance writing
- publicity
- archivist
- authoring
- marketing
- non-profit work
- teaching English as a second language
- student affairs
- graduate school
- Fulbright Scholarship
- Peace Corps
- social media manager
- communications
- information systems

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
EDIT A SCHOLARLY RESEARCH JOURNAL

Digital Literature Review
- The DLR is an academic journal created by undergraduate students.
- Each year, it explores a theme, such as “Historical Hauntings,” “Freak Shows,” “Human Zoos,” and “Slavery Now.”

STUDY OFF CAMPUS

Study Abroad Opportunities
- Explore intercultural issues and study your favorite authors outside of the classroom and around the world.

GAIN REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE

Virginia B. Ball Center for Creative Inquiry (VBC)
- English faculty members have taught seminars that produced documentaries, history books, and digital archives.

PRESENT A PAPER

Autism and Higher Education Symposium
- Brings awareness to the needs of students with autism in higher education.

CONTACT US

English Department
765-285-8580
www.bsu.edu/english

Cathy Day
Assistant Chair of Operations
cday@bsu.edu

You can do anything with an English degree.